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Writing in Preschool - An Introduction 

Children Want to Draw and Write 
From a young age, children understand that drawing, writing and images are used 
to communicate and convey meaning. Many young children often begin making 
marks (writing) as soon as they can hold a crayon and often ask their adults to 
‘read’ their writing. Children understand that adults use writing every day to text 
friends, make grocery lists, and write notes. Encouraging children to view 
themselves as writers supports positive writing attitudes as children grow.  
 
The Importance of a Dedicated Writing Center 
Writing Centers have opportunities for Fine Motor activity so children can 
develop hand, finger and wrist strength, hand-eye coordination, visual perception 
and upper body strength. Writing Centers support writing for a variety of 
purposes by having materials ready for children to compose pictures, lists, notes, 
cards, and books.  See the extensive list of materials in this guide. 
 
Children should be encouraged to write using a variety of marks and lines, 
drawings, symbols, mock letters, single letters, letter strings or invented spelling 
as they begin representing their ideas and thoughts. Every classroom should have 
some kind of Writing Center to promote literacy, writing and fine motor 
development. 
 
Encouraging All Attempts to Communicate through Mark-Making 
In preschool, we want to encourage all children to feel comfortable writing – from 
marks and scribbling, to drawings, to actual letters and words. Every child will 
have a “just right” writing level and we respect children’s developmental 
trajectories as they move toward conventional writing. By providing children with 
the support they need to develop the strength and mechanics for writing, we set 
them up for success when they become ready to put pencil to paper. Repeated 
opportunities to practice drawing and writing helps children develop confidence 
and begin to view themselves as writers.  
 
Fine Motor Development - Writing Connection 
For preschool children, pre-writing and writing are happening at the same time. 
Fine Motor (FM) development is the backbone of writing. Specific, intentional FM 
opportunities encourage children to:  

 engage the muscles in their wrists and hands 

 practice the left to right movement of writing 
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 sustain concentration and engage with interesting and varied materials 

 practice crossing the midline & bilateral integration (using both hands 
where one leads and the other helps)  

 develop spatial and temporal awareness  

 develop the strength and stamina necessary to accomplish legible, fluid 
handwriting 

 

 
 
FM trays and choices in writing centers or separate FM shelves should be offered 
on a rotating basis. For inspiration for FM choices and offerings please see the 
Fine Motor Guide. 
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Pencil Grip  
Guiding children to have the correct pencil grip is an important part of early 
writing and prewriting development. Many FM activities promote the 
development of pincer grip in preparation for writing. Ensuring that children have 
either a Tripod or Quadropod Grip on their pencils strengthens the muscles in 
their fingers and hands and begins building their stamina for extended writing 
opportunities. 
 

 

 
Source: Handwriting Without Tears, Readiness and Writing: Pre-K Teacher’s Guide. 2012 
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Setting Up a Writing Center:  

Offering Mark Making, Drawing, & Writing Opportunities  
 
All Preschool classrooms should have a Writing Center for students. This is a 
dedicated shelf, table, or area of the classroom where children always know they 
can access writing materials and “hunker down” with mark-making activities. 
There should be a variety of writing materials, each introduced slowly and taught 
with intentionality to ensure that children understand how to use each material 
before moving onto the next. Once children have grasped the basic use of 
materials, extensions can be introduced such drawing lines in stencils. Writing 
Center materials and offerings should rotate and be refreshed on a regular basis, 
becoming more complex as the year progresses to reflect children’s abilities and 
interests, as well current classroom studies and themes.  Some Writing Centers 
may have separate shelves for Fine Motor Materials, Writing Activities, and 
Phonological/Phonics Activities; while others may combine them in various ways. 
 
Supplies writing centers should have: 

- A variety of paper and trays/holders to organize paper 
o Different colors, sizes, textures, etc. 
o With and without lines 

- A variety of writing materials 
o Crayons 
o Pencils and colored pencils  
o Markers 
o Chalk 
o Rulers 
o Scissors  
o Glue 

- Materials that support opportunities to practice letter formation 
o Sand trays for tracing with fingers 
o Stencils  
o Chalkboards and chalk 
o Whiteboards and markers 
o Stamp-and-See boards 
o Tiny handwriting books 
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- Materials for extended writing opportunities 
o Tiny blank books 
o Stamps and envelopes 
o Note pads or Sticky Notes 
o Sandpaper Letters 
o Clipboards  
o Hole-punches 
o Name cards and labels  
o Word/lists/walls/cards with pictures 
o Content books as models 
o Accessible alphabet 

- Fine Motor Activities. See the Fine Motor Guide. 
 
 

What Can a Writing Center Look Like? 
 
This shelf has: 

● an assortment of paper (blank, lined, covers for making tiny books),  
● writing tools  
● fine motor work (transfer, shape punching, shape rubbings, cutting, etc.)  
● phonological and phonics activities 
● handwriting practice activities. 
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Accessible Materials Support Learning: 
How You Set Up Your Writing Center Matters! 

 
It is important that children can easily see and reach the materials in the Writing 
Center.  Reorganizing shelves to create accessibility allows children to make 
choices and to know where to return materials when they are finished with their 
work.  Clearly displayed and defined activities invite children to explore fine 
motor and writing tasks that speak to their interests and developmental needs. 
Over time, “tray work” builds a repertoire of writing choices for children to 
practice.  
 

        
     

Materials are hard to see.   Trays with individual activities invite choice 
and exploration 

 

Shelves should be open, 

organized and can be labeled. 

Use small containers and 

trays that invite children to 

make a choice and get right 

to work. 
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On this shelf it is difficult to know what to choose or where things go. 

 
 

 
Having a place for everything creates easy access and clean-up. 
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Supporting the Development of Children’s Drawing Skills     
 

Children are motivated to represent themselves, their families, their interests and 
their experiences through drawing and art.  As children explore mark-making and 
begin to develop better visual perceptual skills, motor planning, and fine motor 
control their drawings evolve following a general sequence of development.  
Much of this development occurs over time with repeated practice, using a 
variety of tools (crayons, chalk, paint, pencils, markers, etc.) in a variety of ways 
(at an easel, on the sidewalk, on a sheet of paper, in a tiny book, etc.).   
 

                           
 

 
 
Children benefit from exploring mark-making next to 
peers and teachers, where they can observe and 
learn, or demonstrate and teach, new ways to form 
and combine lines and shapes to represent ideas.  
Some children further benefit from scaffolded 
support and direct instruction to plan and draw the 
image they are imaging.   
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These drawings represent a range of skill development, though they were all 
created by 4 year olds. Observing developmental variations provides teachers 
with information about the learning needs of their children and teachers can 
respond by determining the opportunities and instruction a child needs to move 
forward in their ability to represent themselves and others.   
 
 
 

                   
 
 
 

                  
(Picture from King’s College, London)  
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Providing Even More Mark Making, Drawing, & Writing Opportunities 

 
● Writing experiences should not be confined to sitting only at the Writing Center.  

Rather the most effective classrooms for early writers infuse writing across 
curricular areas and integrate writing into all experiences.  

● Children naturally want to write when they are motivated by their discoveries and 
play.  Offering opportunities for children to make signs and lists, label their block 
or Lego structures, and write out the names and roles and characters that interest 
them provides purposeful and meaningful experiences with writing. 

● Provide writing materials across the classroom such as: dry erase boards & 
markers, post-it notes, tiny pencils, clip boards, colored pencils, small notebooks, 
index cards, sidewalk chalk, and thematic and high interest word cards.  
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Working with Children’s Names                    
 

Young children love their names. It is often the first written print that they 
identify with, and the first word they learn to write. All Writing Centers should be 
equipped with children’s names, initially with pictures, so that they can begin to 
identify their own and peers’ names in print.  
 

Children’s names are a vehicle for letter and phonics 
teaching and learning. When teachers engage in 
public writing they will often begin writing a word 
and have a child say “that’s my name!” as they write 
a singular letter. This is a teaching moment to 
acknowledge that the letter starts the child’s name. 
Children should engage in many opportunities to 
manipulate the letters in their names, while teachers            
help them identify the sounds each letter makes.  
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Stages of Name Writing 
Children benefit from many opportunities to trace their name before they are 
expected to write it independently. When children do begin writing their names 
independently, they should be given a model to copy from.  
 

 
 

Stages of Writing 
Even before children have had explicit letter instruction, they may begin forming 
letter strings to convey meaning in print. Children continue in this phase for 
extended periods of time until they have mastered all letter names and sounds. 
Early invented spelling begins and should be encouraged. Adults should help 
children ‘stretch’ out words to identify the sounds they hear and write those 
letters. Many children may only write initial and final consonant sounds. 
 

 
Source: Teaching Strategies Gold 
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Home-School Connections 

 
Teachers and schools should share information with families on fine motor, mark 
making, drawing and writing development. Encouraging appropriate pencil grip, 
fine motor activities and writing support will help children develop tools and skills 
to begin writing independently.  
 
Some activities that promote Fine Motor Development: 
 

- Helping to cook! Measuring, sorting, cutting and pouring ingredients. 
- Lego and Block play. 
- Cleaning up toys, especially small ones. 
- Doing puzzles. 
- Sorting any small manipulatives.  
- Playing with play-doh or clay. 
- Stringing beads, cheerios, or pasta. 
- Sorting socks, silverware, etc. 
- Using sponges to wash and clean. 
- Basters or eyedroppers in the sink or bath. 

 
Families can continue to support young writers by: 

● Demonstrating the many reasons why people need to read and write in the 
home and outside world.  

● Writing on paper, which is more meaningful for young children than typing. 
● Taking advantage of any writing opportunity children can participate in.  
● Together families can: 

■ compose shopping or grocery lists  
■ send notes  
■ make cards (birthdays, thank-yous, etc.) 
■ create visual schedules  
■ write letters to mail  

 
All of these can be done through- mark-making, drawing, and/or writing.  
Remember that various forms of writing will hold deep meaning for children at 
different levels of development.  Inviting children to make visual messages to 
which adults (and children) can “add words” supports children toward becoming 
confident and competent writers.  


